
explicit stipulation at the time of the loan

requiring such payment )Z]a]K\ŶXeX@F( . Where

there has been no such stipulation, however,

the Rabbis still forbid the borrower to make

additional payment, which is called B#CzYZ]a]K\ .

T#Ej@BQZ]a]K\ŶXeX@F;P]j@BQĜB+KN@xBzC#YZ]a]K\.

CCBPXKTBSB,ST"C

(What is mentioned in this mishna) up to here (is
considered) ‘‘fixed usury’’; from here onward (is
considered) ‘‘a trace of usury.’’

B#ĈY@Bn.

B@C@Ydust

BzC@Y@dr&Nr̂C]KT]K\

P+T+KQ)F@B]neZr&N(r̂R#\F#t̂P]h@F

a trace of the (prohibition of the) seventh

year

The Torah prohibits certain agricultural labors

in Eretz Yisrael during the Sabbatical year,

which occurs every seven years on the Jewish

calendar, e.g., 5768 and 5775. In addition, the

produce of the Sabbatical year is endowed

with ŶEAt#\r̂C]KT]K\ , the sanctity of the seventh

year (fruit), which forbids commercial dealings

with it. According to most authorities, this

second law has a Biblical basis, but it is less

severe than the prohibition (i.e., the negative

commandment) against working the land.

j#l@FY@r&FBzC@Y@Fr&Nr̂C]KT]K\!B@E@ORfs+BĜRf\+Q

âV+KZf\r̂C]KT]K\...SGMFP,CGZ["KG\GS’[O

How severe is (even) a trace of the seventh year
(prohibition): A person does business with the fruit
of the seventh year...!

For more details, see Encyclopedia Talmudit, s.v. BzC#Y- .

This formulation BzC@Y@Fr&Nr̂C]KT]K\ – with the feminine
pronoun-suffix =@d followed by r&N , and anticipating the
feminine noun r̂C]KT]K\ – is equivalent to the use of the
construct form BzC#Y (without r&N ) in the previous two
entries. The term BzC#Yr̂C]KT]K\ , used by Rashi ad loc.,
appears in the Tosefta ( TCGEFHZFB:K ). See G for G, p. 2.

B]âY#T~=B]\̂âY#T:CYTB]\̂ôT+N|

R]ĈY#Tit was split
IzH#BKĉB]âY#TZ+Kr]KeR̂\#ZPfŶZ]K.CZMG\RG,B

I saw (in my dream) that my head was split open
and my brains fell out.

For the pathah. vowel before a guttural 3rd root-letter, cf.
the B]\̂ôT+N conjugation of BPZ in G for G, pp. 102-103.

SEE: a@ŶT]K

B#ĈŶ\@B~B#ĈY@\@Bpl.|n.

.1IfZr&p]KZF#c&N&\SfC+Cafsocket
Z["KTKZGCKQKB,C

.2NeN@B@FT"VZ["KSRFEZKQM,Cloop

BzC@Z@Bn.

BzC@Z)=TfV&Z&\(
Z["KKGPBSJ,ST"C

lead (the metal)

B]âZ@Be adv.B]KâZ@B

B#a@Z#BK~=B#+a@Z#BK|

a#IeWoutside
ĜN+K\+KCB]KFeP]b#e#BKG&B<R]KrB#IzZ]KR@BP+B#a@Z#BK

and he should sit inside and another man outside
SEE: a@Z

B#ĈZeP@Bn.

P]KQc@DY@J@Qspecies of small fish
T"VZ["KSGMFKI,B

B#ĈZfZ+Kn. pl.

P]D̂c@N]KOZ["K[C\KB,Btowers
In his commentary to C"CME,ZT"C , Rashi explains that
this term refers to a tower-like arrangement (for balance).

B#a#ẐH]KQn.

P]M̂S&F)F&T@seKP+TfZ(a (leather) covering
P+T]Kq@Z@BŶZeN+KFP#r̂j@B,ĜF#r̂v@BB#a#ẐH]KQ.C"YSG,ST"C

At first they called it ‘‘leather,’’ but now (they call it)
‘‘a covering.’’

In contemporary Israeli Hebrew both this noun and
especially the related term âZ&H&R̂J refer to water-proof
material, e.g., canvas or tarpaulin.

B#ĈẐI]K1st pers. sing.~CZIB#V̂T+N:B#ĈZ#Iimp.,

B#ĈZfI+Kinf.|

.1F]ĈZ#Îv]K;b@Z#P̂v]KN]ĈZfI;F&T<N#P̂v]K

I caused to flee; I chased away; I kept away
BzZ]KB#ĈẐI]KN@xP]l+X̂Z@B.CCBPXKTBYI,C

I have chased away a ‘‘lion’’ (i.e., a serious danger)
from your borders.

F#F]KBB]Kv̂\@Bc]ĈT#K@Bĉ\#ĈẐI]KR̂FeN̂R]M̂S#dP]b#ĈZ#d

M\GCG\TI,ST"CGZ["K[O

(as for) a woman who sought to keep her
possessions (=property) fromher (former) husband

The phrase ĉ\#ĈẐI]KR̂FeN̂R]M̂S#d – literally: ‘‘that she would
keep (them) away, her possessions’’ – contains a
(superfluous) personal-pronoun suffix, -]KR̂Fe , them, that

6 B#ĈY@B{B#ĈẐI]K


